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Abstract— With the increasing amount of digital data, it has
become difficult to retrieve the needed and concise information.
Automatic text summarization caters to the very need of the
time. It enables the reader to go through the essential contents
in a brief period. Huge data available on the internet is required
to be compressed so that the user can go through it and never
miss the important set of information because of the enormous
size of documents. In this paper, an analysis is presented on the
Single document and Multi-document summarization
algorithms on different domain datasets.
Keywords—Text summarization, Automatic summarization,
compression, single document summarization, multiple
document summarization
I. INTRODUCTION
Text summarization algorithms shorten the text and include
only the vital information. There exist many online text
summarizers which implement different algorithms to
summarize the given text. This work aims at checking the
accuracy of the present day text summarization algorithms. The
algorithms used for analysis of single document summarizations
are TextRank[5] (which further uses PageRank[14] to select
sentences), Texteaser and summary tools based on the word
features. The algorithms used for multiple document text
summarizations include one based on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [8] topic model to find out latent topics and
topic distribution to select the sentences for final output
summary. Other algorithm for Multi Document summarization
which first selects the most important document in a set of
documents using LexRank and then forms clusters for each
sentence of important document aligning with the sentences of
other documents sentences and finally finds a sentence from
each cluster using Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
method[11] with the aim to maximize the information content
and Linguistic Quality Score.
II.

SINGLE DOCUMENT SUMMARIZATION

Text summarization is done to shorten the text and get to the
main point of the document. Summaries are easy to read and
understand. Many single document summarization algorithms
are available, few of them are analyzed for their efficiency in
summarizing single documents.
A.Text Rank
Text Rank[5], an unsupervised algorithm based on weightedgraphs from a paper by Mihalcea et al. It is built on top of the
popular Page Rank algorithm that Google used for ranking web
pages. Text Rank works as follows:

1.Pre-process the text: remove stop words and stem the
remaining words.
2.Create a graph where vertices are sentences.
3.Connect every sentence to every other sentence by an edge.
The weight of the edge is how similar the two sentences are.
4.Run the PageRank algorithm on the graph.
5.Pick the vertices(sentences) with the highest PageRank score
In original Text Rank the weight of an edge between two
sentences is the percentage of words appearing in both of them.
This Text Rank uses a function to see how similar the sentences
are. Graph based algorithms are used to rank the text sentences
or words for summarization. To enable working with text on
these algorithms, text is represented as graph, where a word
depicts the nodes of the graph and edges represent meaningful
relations among nodes. Edges represent the connection between
two vertices of the graph. Sentences or collocations may also
be assigned as vertices of the graph depending upon the size of
input dataset. Edges may represent lexical relations, content
overlap etc.
PageRank[14] presents a popular method to calculate the
importance of a page in a set of pages joined together by links.
It works by measuring the quantitative and qualitative score of
links associated to a specific page. It computes an approximate
score on the basis of that more websites are likely to contain
forward links to important and popular websites. This algorithm
analyse the links among different pages and assigns a numerical
score to each element of the connected document set. It
measures the relative importance of an entity in a set, like in the
World Wide Web. The PageRank algorithm can be used to
evaluate importance for any collection of elements which has
references among themselves. For an element D, P(D)
represents the associated PageRank.
B. Text Teaser
It is based upon sentence features[16], which is a heuristic
approach for extractive text summarization.
Text Teaser associates a score with every sentence. This score
is a linear combination of features extracted from that sentence.
Features that Text Teaser looks at are:
• title Feature: The count of words which are common to the
title of the document and sentence.
• sentence Length: Authors of Text Teaser defined a constant
“ideal” (with value 20), which represents the ideal length of the
summary, in terms of several words. Sentence Length is
calculated as a normalized distance from this value.
• sentence Position: Normalized sentence number (position in
the list of sentences). Introduction and conclusion will have a
higher score for this feature.
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• keyword Frequency: Term frequency in the bag-of-words
model (after removing stop words). Keyword frequency is just
the frequency of the words used in the whole text.
More on the sentence features for summarization see Sentence
Extraction Based Single Document Summarization by
Jagadeesh et al [16].
The process involved in Text teaser works in following sub
processes:
1.Sentence Marker: It is used to split the document into
sentence units.
2.Syntactic Parsing: It is done by sentence structure analysis
using NLP tools like Brills tagger [Brill], named entity
extractor, etc. This extractor recognizes named entities (like
persons, organizations, and locations etc), temporal expressions
(time and date) and specific numerical values expression from
textual data.
3.Feature Extraction: Both the word level features are extracted
to be used in the calculation of the relevance and importance of
the sentence present in the document.
4. Sentence Ranking and Summary Generation: Most of the
times word features depends on the context of its occurrence,
i.e. they may depend on the sentence position and number also
(ex. POS tag, familiarity, ..). Similarly, the word score also
depends on the sentence number in the document. Once the
feature vector is extracted for each sentence, the score of a
sentence is calculated by obtaining the total sum of individual
words as:
Score (l , w) = ∏𝑖 𝑓𝑖(𝑤)
Score (l) = ∑𝑖 Score (l , wi )
where l, represents the sentence number and ‘w’ represents the
word present in the sentence, and f i (w) represents the ith
feature value.
After the sentence scores are assigned, sentences are selected to
form good summary. One method is to extract the top N
sentences but this may lead to the coherence problem.
Coherence Score (CS): Coherence score [32] is used to identify
the amount of common information between the set of already
selected sentences and the new sentence to be included. A list
of words is used to evaluate the coherence of the sentences.
Let Sw represents the set of words in the already selected
sentences, and lw denotes the set of words present in the new
sentence to be selected, then coherence score is obtained by the
total sum of the common word scores. Now the score of the
new sentence is computed by
CF×CS (l) + (1−CF) × SPW (l)
where CF denotes the Coherence Factor.
C. Summary Algorithm based on Word Features
This Algorithm [33] aims to provide an efficient manner of
reducing a document to an understandable text, which is done
by selecting the most important sentences.The core algorithm
has 7 key steps listed below:
1. Associate each word with the grammatical equivalents. (e.g.
"light" and "lights")
2. Compute the frequency of each word in the document.
3. Assign each word with points depending on their popularity.

4. Determine the correct ending of a sentence. (e.g "4.5" does
not).
5. Separate individual sentences from the text.
6. Rank sentences based on obtained sum of associated words'
points.
7. Select X topmost sentences.
III. MULTIPLE DOCUMENT SUMMARIZATION
Multi-document summarization is an automatic procedure to
create a summary which includes important information on key
topics from multiple documents. It creates a concise and
comprehensive summary. Here, Algorithms are presented to
perform summarization based on different methods to evaluate
the accuracy of produced summary for different Multi-document
datasets.
A. Multi-Document Abstractive Summarization Using ILP
Based Multi-Sentence Compression
This Algorithm performs Multiple document summarization
using integer linear programming model[34] which aims to
produce coherent and highly informative sentences. First,
Algorithm employs LexRank[35] to find out the most important
document from the set of source documents. Then, the sentences
belonging to the most important document are aligned to the
sentences of another document to generate clusters of similar
sentences. In each of the generated cluster, k-shortest paths from
the sentences are generated with the help of word-graph
structure. Finally, sentences are selected by the help of shortest
paths generated employing a novel integer linear programming
method in order to form new informative coherent sentences.
Above stated shortest paths are represented as binary variables
in the ILP method and number of words in a sentence path,
information and quality score are considered in the function.
LexRank [35] creates a sentence graph where the edges
represent weights which are calculated by the help of intersentence cosine similarities. While in this algorithm, a graph of
documents is constructed to calculate the importance of a
document. The equation below shows a formula to calculate
LexRank score for a node in a graph using weighted links
present among nodes. This computed score represents the
importance of the document in the set of input documents. Let
p(x) denotes the centrality of node x in the equation below:
𝑑

p(x)= + (1 −
𝑛

𝑑) ∑𝑣∈𝑎𝑑𝑗[𝑥] ∑

idf−modified−cosine(u,v)
𝑧∈𝑎𝑑𝑗[𝑣] idf−modified−cosine(z,v)

𝑝(𝑣)

where adj[x] denotes the set of adjacent nodes to u and N
represents the total number of nodes present in the graph, ‘d’
denotes damping factor(set to 0.85). Document representing the
node with the highest LexRank score is a most important
document, Dimp for the set of input documents.
B. Multi Document Summarization Algorithm based on LDA
Topic Model
This Multi Document Summarization Algorithm[36] is based
on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model which
takes a multiple numbers of documents as input and generates
a final output summary including an important piece of
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information from all the input documents. Latent Dirichlet
allocation is a popular topic model which finds topics on the
basis of word frequency i.e. occurrences of a word from a set of
input documents. It presents the input text as a mixture of latent
topics; these topics represent the key concepts in the document.
LDA is particularly designed for identifying a reasonably
accurate number of topics within a given document set. LDA
(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) Model is used to find the
important topics in the input provided.
These latent topics are useful to employ sentence ranking
methods in order to obtain good quality summary. The sentence
ranking mechanism calculates the posterior probability of each
sentence based on two factors i.e. the topic distribution of the
sentence and topic importance. Here, Topic Distribution
denotes the degree to which a sentence belongs to a identified
topic and Topic Importance denotes the importance of the topic
depending upon the amount of information covered by this
topic in the documents provided. After obtaining the probability
for each of the existing sentences, it extracts the important
sentences to be included in the final optimized summary based
upon the above calculated posterior probability.

milestones achieved in the times which contain 234
sentences and 29302 characters.

C. Multi Document Summarization Algorithm using sentence
clustering
This Multi-Document text Summarization algorithm[37]
uses clustering technique to extract an important piece of
information from input documents. The sentence is considered
as the most basic entity while performing Text Summarization.
Clustering of sentences, paragraphs or text documents are
performed on input dataset to produce a good multi-document
summary.

C. Results and Analysis
1) Single Document Summarization
Table 1 describes the evaluated scores calculated by the Single
document summaries prepared by algorithms: Text Rank, Text
teaser and Summary by word features for News blog Demonetization dataset i.e. Dataset 1.

This technique aims to produce Multi-document summary
based on Single Document Summarization and sentence
Clustering. In the algorithm, Single document summaries are
produced by pre-processing and feature extraction of each
document present in the dataset. The prepared summaries are
combined by semantic based sentence clustering. Important
sentences to be selected for final multi-document summary are
chosen from these clusters with similar sentences. Nonredundant, coherent and important sentences are extracted for
the summary.
IV.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Datasets Used
There are 3 datasets used to analyze the performance of all
the algorithms under review in which dataset 1 includes the text
files containing the data from newspapers, internet and news
blogs regarding the news demonetization which contain 417
sentences and 40362 characters with spaces. Dataset 2 is a
medical related data about a disease called Alzheimer's. The
dataset includes the definition and introduction to the problem.
Then it analyses the causes associated which are likely to cause
Alzheimer's. It also includes the cure and how to approach the
disease in the first phase which contain 356 sentences and 37045
characters with spaces. Dataset 3 includes cricket related data. It
includes the history of cricket in India how it started and various

B. Metrics Used Results and Analysis
1. Similarity Score is a measure used for checking similarity
among text data. It considers the familiar words and the position
of words between system generated summary and human
prepared summary. It returns the similarity score value in the
range of 0 to 1.
2. ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting
Evaluation) is a recall-based measure which encourages the
algorithms and systems to consider all the key topics in the
summary. Recall measure can be calculated by using unigrams,
bigrams or trigrams matching. For example, ROUGE-1 is
evaluated as a count of unigrams in the system generated
summary and reference summary.
3. BLEU metric can be described as a modified form of
precision, generally used for machine translation evaluation.
Precision represents the ratio of the number of familiar words in
both gold and model translation/summary to that present in the
model summary. Unlike ROUGE, BLEU takes the weighted
average and directly accounts for variable length phrases.

Algorithm
Text Rank
Text teaser
Summary tool

Similarity
Score
0.72
0.58
0.52

ROUGE-1
0.576
0.473
0.475

Bleu
metric
0.269
0.311
0.206

Table 2 describes the evaluated scores calculated by the
Single document summaries prepared by algorithms: Text Rank,
Text teaser and Summary by word features for MedicalAlzheimer’s dataset i.e. dataset 2.
Algorithm

ROUGE-1

Bleu metric

Text Rank

Similarity
Score
0.298

0.263

0.197

Text teaser

0.411

0.357

0.251

Summary tool

0.493

0.417

0.323

Table 3 describes the evaluated scores calculated by the
Single document summaries prepared by algorithms: Text Rank,
Text teaser and Summary by word features for Cricket related
dataset i.e. dataset 3.
Algorithm

ROUGE-1

Text Rank

Similarity
Score
0.51

0.436

Bleu
metric
0.255

Text teaser

0.39

0.298

0.134

Summary tool

0.39

0.264

0.211
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From these tables, we have analysed that the cricket domain
data is best summarized by the Text Rank Algorithm. For
medical dataset, Summary based on word features gives
similarity score of 0.51, best among all other algorithms. For
News related dataset, text Rank gives 0.72 similarity score
2) Multiple Document Summarization
Table 4 describes the evaluated scores calculated by the Single
document summaries prepared by algorithms: Multi-document
Summarization using ILP based method, LDA topic model and
Summarization based on sentence clustering for News blogDemonetization Dataset i.e. dataset 1
Algorithm

ROUGE-1

ILP based Sentence Fusion

Similarity
Score
0.24

0.29

Bleu
metric
0.18

LDA topic Model

0.38

0.431

0.34

Sentence Clustering

0.402

0.41

0.14

Table 5 describes the evaluated scores calculated by the
Single document summaries prepared by algorithms: Multidocument Summarization using ILP based method, LDA topic
model and Summarization based on sentence clustering for
Medical- Alzheimer's Dataset i.e. dataset 2
Algorithm

ROUGE-1

ILP based Sentence Fusion

Similarity
Score
0.21

0.23

Bleu
metric
0.17

LDA topic Model

0.27

0.35

0.19

Sentence Clustering

0.43

0.34

0.28

Table 6 describes the evaluated scores calculated by the
Single document summaries prepared by algorithms: Multidocument Summarization using ILP based method, LDA topic
model and Summarization based on sentence clustering for
Cricket Related Dataset I.e. Dataset 3.
Algorithm

ROUGE-1

ILP based Sentence Fusion

Similarity
Score
0.18

0.21

Bleu
metric
0.11

LDA topic Model

0.29

0.31

0.24

Sentence Clustering

0.36

0.35

0.31

Sentence-ranking method. These methods use different feature
extraction and content selection methods like upper case words,
the frequency of words, similarity chains, logical closeness etc.
for selecting summary sentences.
Abstractive Summarizers make new sentences by the union of
multiple sentences. They use word graphs to select a set of
words to produce a coherent sentence.
Based on the Comparison results, by performing Automatic
Text Summarization to get a gist of the input text documents
equivalent to human interpreted summary is not yet fulfilled,
but by improving the existing algorithms, the value of
evaluation metrics is increasing.
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